Album covers often featured images of performers, but no album cover captures how the artist becomes linked to the sound of the music quite like Elvis Presley’s 1956 self-titled album. Listed at number 40 on Rolling Stone magazine’s list of 100 greatest album covers, Presley’s debut album demonstrates The King’s influence on the creation of album artwork.8
This album cover, much like the beginning of Elvis’s music career, exudes sex appeal. Elvis stands in the center of the composition, dominating the space. His eyes are closed, and his mouth is open as he belts out an orgasmic note and strikes a chord on the guitar. His name appears in both green and pink block letters — pink being a color that evokes feelings of sensuality. The green text makes the pink more vibrant, the contrast between those two colors as well as the high contrast within the photograph itself. As the first ever rock album to hit number 1 on the Billboard charts, this album cover embodies everything rock ‘n’ roll is about. Once again, this album artwork acts as an invitation for the viewer/listener into the world of Elvis Presley. In experiencing this album, the listener has the opportunity to step into this world of “Blue Suede Shoes” and “Tutti Frutti,” looking at Elvis in all of his euphoric glory becomes a part of the journey through this album. Elvis is the star-musician reigning supreme over the domain of rock ‘n’ roll album artwork.
By the end of 1956, Elvis Presley merchandise had sold upwards of $22 million in just six months. In the 62 years since this album cover has existed in the popular imagination, it has been reimagined for The Clash’s London Calling, K.D. Lang’s Reintarnation, and Chumbawamba’s single, “Tony Blair.”

The design has appeared on countless t-shirts and posters. Through the iterations and appropriations of this design by artists, the audience is left to wonder how rock n’ roll is being represented. Is this iconic Elvis design a way for artists to build upon the cannon of rock n’ roll? Or is it a way for them to consider how far Elvis deviated from the rebellious icon he had started as by the end of his career?
While Presley initially landed on the scene as a bonafide counter-culture god, Sun Records quickly got to work scrubbing his image clean. In order to get a larger fan base (and older folks on board), Elvis reinvented himself as a wholesome family figure. Consider the fact that Elvis played his debut show The International Hotel Show Room in Vegas the same weekend as the Woodstock music festival in New York. One of the performers who did take the stage at Woodstock epitomized the evolution of rock n' roll and its album art: Janis Joplin.
Janis Joplin's turbulent lifestyle is perhaps best captured by Big Brother and the Holding Company's record Cheap Thrills (preliminary full title: Sex, Drugs, and Cheap Thrills). With graphic illustrations by artist R. Crumb, Cheap Thrills employs no photography (unlike the Presley and Steinweiss covers). Consider the cultural implications of this album cover. Underground comic book artist R. Crumb designed this entire album cover. Known for his salacious "comix," R. Crumb championed the underground youth counter-culture comic book movement of the late 1960s. The use of his grotesque images in a traditional, familiar format intended for children evokes the feeling of rebellion that would accompany a listener as they lit up a joint and listened to Joplin belt out "Piece of My Heart."

R. Crumb's style allows this album cover to communicate information about the album while still creating something new and exciting. He creates caricatures of Big Brother and the Holding Company along with visual renderings of songs on the album. Not unlike Steinweiss, this album cover has lines that lead into a circle at the center; this reminds the viewer that although the artwork reads "comic book," they are still going to purchase a record. Cheap Thrills gives the buyer two pieces of media in one purchase: one could pore over this album cover while listening to Big Brother and the Holding Company's final album with Janis.